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An event 
organiser’s guide 
to wellbeing
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an introduction

Inspired by the findings of our latest research, into the wellbeing of event organisers, 
our chefs, personal trainers, spa teams and events coordinators have teamed up to 
create these handy tips, exercise ideas and food suggestions to help you, the event 
host, to feel your best during even the busiest event.  

Our survey among agency, in-house and freelance events professionals across the UK,  
showed that:

•    Over 70% of event organisers lose sleep the night before an event.

•    Over half of hosts also said they never have time to exercise while organising events 
and admitted to ‘powering through’, despite feeling tired or stressed.  

•    And it doesn’t stop at sleep and exercise.  Only 6% of organisers make a conscious 
effort to always eat healthily during an event.

•    The stress and lack of time is clearly taking its toll as 98% of event professionals 
admit they need time after an event for their body to recover, with almost half 
(48%) saying it takes at least two days to recuperate.

So whether you are benefiting from our Fitbit offer or Apple Watch incentive, or if 
you simply want to feel better whilst hosting your event, the following guides should 
help you get started.
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Want to feel well rested, prepared and maintain a positive mindset before the big event? Our guide should help… 

A good night’s sleep ......................................................................................................................................................page 4
If you’re one of the 70% that lose sleep before an event, don’t lay in bed any longer  
than 20 minutes.  Get up, have a drink of water or a walk around the room and then try again.   
Take a look at our other sleep tips on the next page.  

Exercise to energise you ............................................................................................................................................page 5
Make sure you have a morning routine before your event and give yourself plenty of time for a healthy  
breakfast and spot of exercise before the day ahead; it’ll make all the difference. Our energising exercises on  
page 5 are simple and easy for you to do at the hotel health club or in the great outdoors.  Alternatively try  
taking a brisk walk in the morning, during lunch time or before dinner..  

Exercise to relax and revitalise you ....................................................................................................................page 6
Exercise reduces stress levels.  So if you’re feeling the pressure, just a quick stretch in your room will help  
clear your mind and put you in a better mood.  Take a look at some of our favourite yoga postures on page 6!  

The 10,000 step challenge ........................................................................................................................................page 7
Fitbit and medical authorities around the world have agreed that 10,000 is a healthy amount of steps to take  
each day.  So check out our tips on page 7 on how you can achieve the target of 10,000 steps during your event.

Food to help your mood ...........................................................................................................................................page 8
What you eat during an event will have a huge impact on your health, wellbeing and mood.  Event days can be  
extremely busy so it’s all about being prepared and asking ahead to ensure the right foods are at hand.  Read  
about the food types we recommend for an energy-filled breakfast, a filling lunch and healthy snacks on page 8.  

Breathing and relaxation ............................................................................................................................................page 9
Breathing techniques can help calm nerves so have a go at some of the mindfulness routines on page 9 
of this guide.  For a quick breathing exercise try alternate nostril breathing, highly recommended as a  
calming technique by engaging both sides of the brain to create balance.  Simply hold the right nostril down  
with your finger and inhale through your left nostril.  Once you’ve taken a big inhale, swap your hands to  
hold down your left nostril and breathe out through the right.

contents
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A good  
night’s sleep

Sleep is an incredibly important process the body must go through, and the perfect amount of sleep for most people varies between six to nine hours.   
Whether you need six hours or a full nine, the key is not to lose any before your big event.  Here are our top tips for a restful night’s sleep.

1.   A Lavender Essential Oil Bath 
Lavender is a powerful essential oil that induces relaxation.  It has long been used as part of spa treatment menus to relax the mind and the body.   
Adding a relaxing bath into your bedtime ritual will immediately help you to unwind and give you some well-deserved me-time.  

2.   Consistent Routine  
As humans we are programmed to follow a lifestyle routine.  Sticking to a consistent time you wake up and go to sleep every day  
will set your body’s internal clock.  Once our body clocks are set you will see an immediate improvement in the quality  
of your sleep.

3.   Digital Detox  
Avoid watching TV and working on your laptop or phone within two hours of your bedtime.  The bright screens of our  
electronic gadgets disrupt our body’s rhythm which reduces our quality of sleep.  Try reading a book before you sleep.   
If your digital gadgets can’t be avoided then turn down the brightness of the screen.

4.    Become a Yogi 
Yoga has long been used as a method to relax the mind and body and promote an overall feeling of wellness.  Incorporating yoga  
stretches such as the Child’s Pose or Downward Facing Dog (see page 6) into your pre-bedtime routine will immediately slow the  
heart and rebalance the mind before your head hits the pillow. 

Challenge: Track your sleep 
pattern before events by using 
Fitbit or by noting what time 
you drift off and wake up each 
night.  Now see if you can 
gain an hour by the end of 
the week by using one of the  
techniques opposite.  

2/3 event organisers lose up to two hours
and an astonishing 1/10 lose over three hours 
sleep before an event.
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Try a quick five minute exercise routine to get your pulse racing before  
and after an event to release endorphins.  You don’t need any equipment,  
just get down to the hotel health club or gym or embrace the great  
outdoors.  A brisk walk to the hotel health club or gym, or around the  
hotel grounds, will warm muscles up for these exercises.

1. Runner’s stretch 
Start with a simple runner’s stretch.  Put one foot forward and  
lower into a lunge, placing your fingertips on the floor.   
Then straighten your right leg in one swift, smooth movement.   
Slowly return to the lunge position, and then repeat a few times.   
Switch sides and repeat the whole exercise again to work both sides. 

2. Star jumps
To begin raising your heart rate, start in a relaxed pose with your  
feet shoulder width apart.  Then bend halfway and jump back up  
as high as possible.  Fully extend your entire body, spreading your  
legs and arms away from the body.  Repeat this move at a rapid  
pace for a minimum of one minute.

3. Burpees
Put your hands on the ground and quickly lift your feet off the 
ground, kicking them back into a push-up position.  Do one  
push-up and then jump, moving your feet inwards so they are  
next to your hands.  Stand up straight and then jump straight  
into the air with your hands above your head.  Repeat for at  
least one minute to get your heart racing. 

Exercise  
to energise you 1.

2.

3.

Challenge: 15 to 20 minutes in the gym or outside, 
before or after your event.

53% say they never have time to 
exercise while organising events.
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Here are some quick and easy yoga postures, which you can do in the comfort  
of your own home or hotel room.  Incorporate these into your morning or lunchtime 
break to help relieve stress and reduce tension.  These are particularly useful if you’re 
feeling tired, under pressure or if you’re nervous about speaking at an event.  
Hold each pose for at least one minute, concentrating on taking deep breaths  
in each position.  

1. Child’s Pose
From a kneeling position, rest your bottom on your heels and stretch forwards  
and down, with your hands and arms stretched out in front of you and your palms  
to the floor.  

2. Downward Dog
From Child’s Pose, shift forward on to your knees and then move backwards into 
Downward Facing Dog.  Focus on creating a straight line between your hands and 
elbows, and look through your legs or up toward your stomach.  
 

3. Legs-up-the-Wall 
Sitting on the floor, facing a wall, start by swinging your legs up against the wall  
and lay down resting your shoulders and head lightly on the floor.  Extend your  
arms out to the side and stretch the body out. 

Exercise to relax 
and revitalise you

1.

2.

3.

Challenge: Try just one of the above yoga postures 
on the morning of your event to see how it 
improves your mindset.

A quarter of event organisers explain they feel anxious 
before an event.  18% say they feel stressed in the run up to 
an event.
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The 10,000 step challenge

If you’re using a Fitbit or other fitness tracker, you’ll see it automatically sets you a daily challenge to walk 10,000 steps, which equates to almost five miles.

The clever people at Fitbit explain that medical authorities around the world have agreed that 

10,000 steps is a healthy target each day.  

The average person walks between 3,000 and 4,000 steps per day.  However, event organisers will rack up even more steps,  
running around after delegates, speakers and clients and walking around large venues.  

By the end of your event, you shouldn’t be far off 10,000 steps.

So how can you achieve 10,000 steps at QHotels?

•    Work up an appetite before breakfast by taking a 10 minute walk, either in the grounds or around the venue itself.

•   Take a break at lunchtime to get some fresh air and a 15 to 20 minute walk.

•    Take the scenic route, no shortcuts!

•    Embrace the stairs.  Always take the stairs over a lift or escalator and if you can find a quiet stairway, try a brisk walk  
or sprint up and down them.

Challenge: Do a 15 minute walk 
at lunchtime to help you reach 
10,000 steps.

Important information

The exercises above and wellbeing tips are designed as a guide only and may not be appropriate for every individual.  Always consult a qualified medical professional before beginning any nutritional program or physical exercise.  
QHotels is not a licensed medical care provider and is unable to determine the effect of specific exercise on an individual.  When participating in any exercise or exercise program, there is the possibility of physical injury.  If you practice any of the exercises in this guide, you are volunteering to participate and agree to do 
so at your own risk.

Over half of event organisers admit to  
‘powering through’ events all the time, despite 
feeling tired or stressed. 
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2.  Be prepared to  
snack happy

Sweet treats are a favourite at events and always within easy reach.  While sugary snacks 
such as biscuits, cakes and pastries are tempting for a quick energy hit, they can lead to  
a sugar crash later in the day.
Our advice is to be prepared to snack healthily throughout the day.  Most venues will 
provide a healthy snack option on request for delegates and organisers so make sure  
 your venue team can provide ready to eat fruit, nuts or seeds, or veg to snack on.

3.  A healthy lunch
•  Choose healthy and light meals packed with protein, such as salmon and chicken
•  Avoid fatty, processed foods and heavy carbohydrates – swap a sandwich for a salad
•  Drink water, water and more water!
•  Finish off your meal with a generous portion of fruit as a natural sweet alternative  

to a dessert

Food to help  
your mood

Here are some of our top food and drink ideas and tips  
to help you sleep better, stay energised and remain fuller for longer.

1.  An energy boost  
at breakfast

 With a big day ahead, it’s always tempting to opt for a hearty full English breakfast  
or pastries.  However, there are better ways to cleanse your body and kick-start  
your metabolism to help you stay focused and active until lunch. 

Challenge: Note down what you eat throughout 
an event day and see if you can eat your 
recommended 5 portions a day of fruit and veg.

A quarter of event organisers 
admit they eat whatever’s 
available during an event, 
healthy or not.

QHotels’ breakfast bar 
includes fruit, yogurts, 
porridge, seeds and  
nuts to keep you  
fuller for longer
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Breathing and 
relaxation routines

The following mindfulness exercises are specifically designed to create a relaxed mindset, perfect for calming nerves and promoting a positive outlook before your event.   
These easy techniques can be done anywhere, for as long as you like – from a couple of minutes to half an hour.  

1.   Mindful breathing
Sitting in a chair with both feet on the ground, bring your attention to your breathing; not changing how you’re breathing, but being aware of it.  As you breathe in through the nose, 
notice your breath and how it feels as it travels to your lungs.  As you follow your breath, be aware of the physical sensations: the motion in your stomach and diaphragm as you breathe 
in through the nose and out through the mouth.  Your mind will naturally wander, but don’t worry.  Rather than trying to block thoughts out, just acknowledge them as they enter your 
head and keep bringing your awareness back to your breath each time.  

2.   Environment observation
Choose a natural object in the room you’re in, or in your view outside a window – whether it’s a plant, a leaf, a piece of fruit or a cloud.   
Now focus all your attention on it, watching it for a minute or two.  Start to notice everything about the object as if you’ve never seen it before:  
its shape, texture, colour and form.  Keep your attention on the object and think about its purpose and presence in the world.  And if your mind  
wanders, simply remind yourself of the object you are focusing on and shift your attention back to it, allowing the thought to float away.  

3.   Thankful appreciation
Make note of five things that you appreciate in this very moment.  These things can be objects around you, people in your life or things  
you are thankful for today – it really doesn’t matter.  Bring your attention to those things and focus on them and why they make you happy  
for as long as you need.  
Noting things you appreciate in the moment before an event, or during a break in the day, can create a real sense of importance.   
Reminding yourself of these things can also help to take the focus off of any nerves or pressures that your mind has been obsessing on  
previously, which helps put everything back into perspective.  

If you’re using an Apple Watch, smartphone or tablet during your event, there are a range of handy mindfulness apps available to download.   
Apps such as Headspace, The Mindfulness App or Calm offer timed and guided mindfulness exercises, so all you need to do is plug in for  
a five minute session during lunch or a longer in-depth meditation before or after your event. 

Challenge: See if you can take  
5 minutes each day to be mindful

Only 8% of hosts factor time 
in for themselves during an 
event, with 40% of organisers 
saying they try to look after 
themselves but just don’t  
have time.




